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Welcome to our June Newsletter!

Message from Beth to all DEx Families
We have all been at home for weeks and weeks now, often with additional worry about
health, work, education, the future and the world, without our usual routines & support.
Often we are trying to juggle work, child-rearing, home keeping, being all to everyone.
We may have been bombarded with well-intentioned information and resources or else left
at sea without much of a steer as to how to support our children. We can perhaps feel like
we aren’t measuring up to our own or to others’ expectations in relation to parenting or
educating. Especially if we see or feel that others have mastered home schooling in
creative and energetic ways (social media has a lot to answer for). Our usual ways of
parenting have been challenged at this time and our children may be experiencing
emotional highs and lows that we are managing as well as our own.
I have been asked by so many families, ‘am I doing enough?’ or had families expressing
worry and guilt that children are on screens more, are doing less, are not motivated, are
finding sit-down tasks difficult to engage with – and families can feel their parenting
confidence is being eroded and their personal resources depleted as they continue to
provide love and support for their families.
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The answer is a resounding YES, you are doing enough. Yes, you are most certainly good
enough; yes, your child/children will be ok. They have you, that’s enough right now. The
single most important factor that nurtures resilience in children is having a stable and
committed relationship with a trusted adult to whom they can turn in times of challenge or
need. You are there, that is enough.
In order to ‘be there’ and to be calm, loving and empathic, we need to take care of
ourselves. For families at this time, this in itself can be a challenge. The home is our
universe where all our worlds are turning, a place where many won’t have time to
themselves. We can feel overwhelmed without having opportunities to recharge, to be still,
and to be cared for.
So, whilst you endeavour to carve out any self-care time you can in these strangely
intense times (and I hope you can), I wanted to say that I/we think you are all heroic, I take
my hat off to you and stand alongside you. You are and you are doing MORE than
enough.

Lockdown diary entry from Ciara Baxter, DEx OT Clinical Specialist:
What does Occupational Therapy mean?
Occupational Therapy by name alone can cause some confusion, especially within a
multidisciplinary team such as our therapy team at DEx. Unlike our colleagues whose
name states an obvious purpose of their profession (’does what it says on tin’, so to
speak), the term “Occupation” can be ambiguous.
As a profession, the word “Occupation” refers to all the meaningful and important
occupations that your child engages in and performs within their daily routines. This
includes the different activities that a child wants and needs to engage in within their day.
As the advocate for occupations, the Occupational Therapist (OT) wants to support your
child in maximising their potential in completing these occupations as independently as
they can. Some classic examples of what we mean when we talk about daily occupations
are:


Self-care - toileting, dressing, hygiene, eating



Productivity - academic tasks at school, employment



Leisure - participation in recreational or social activities, hobbies
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When exploring what occupations your child may need additional support with, the other
core factor to examine is the performance ability within each occupation. As OTs we seek
to improve independence by maximising the optimal performance your child can apply to
each of these occupations. This helps to ensure a balance between the below:


A child is motivated to perform a task



The task demands are at the 'just right challenge'



The environment is adapted to facilitate success

Therefore, when you speak to an OT about the challenges your child may have in different
occupations, they may want to examine their sensory development, motor development
and functional capabilities as part of the initial assessment. In our group sessions at DEx,
OTs will be considering all the sensory and motor factors which may impact a child’s
engagement.
If you require any more information on the role of the OT or how OT can support your
child, then please don’t hesitate to contact me (Saturday DEx) or Caitlin Thorpe (Friday
DEx).
You can email Ciara and Caitlin via: ciara@littleheroestherapies.co.uk;
caitlin.meinert@gmail.com.

Fundraising Shout Outs



James Davis completed the Social Isolation Triathlon raising a phenomenal
£3,000 for DEx! Read his story below.



The Dragon School raised £125 for World Down Syndrome Day. Thank you so
much!



Huge thanks to Friday mum, Louise, and Friday grandma, Jen, for their support
with bid writing.



Thank you to Octopus volunteers and Saturday mum, Julisa, for researching a
long list of potential funders with a view to bid writing.



Amazon Smile raised £22.77 in three months – every little certainly helps but we
know we can do better!
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If you shop on Amazon and you haven’t already signed up, please visit
www.smile.amazon.co.uk. Amazon will kindly donate 0.5% of the price of eligible
purchases you make to DEx for FREE.



Please consider doing your online shopping via easyfundraising
(www.easyfundraising.org.uk). Visit your favourite retailers through the
easyfundraising website and then shop as normal. Once you’ve made a purchase
the retailer will then make a small donation to DEx to say “thank you”.

Why I ran my (social distancing) triathlon
Since COVID took its toll across the world, marathons, sponsored runs and triathlons were
subsequently cancelled, amongst other things. These events are all major revenue
earners for so many charities like DEx, who require our support more than ever during this
time.
I was meant to be doing the UK Blenheim Palace Triathlon in May: swimming 750m,
cycling 20k and finally running for 5.4km, so I decided to complete my own version,
lockdown-style, for Challenge 21*.
Challenge 21 is DEx’s own version of the
2.6 Challenge designed to save the UK’s
charities during the pandemic. Please read
below to find out more.

I finished in 1hr 29 mins (just within my target!) – I was dead proud of myself and really
enjoyed it. The only thing missing was the atmosphere these events create. However, I
feel so much healthier and fitter for all the training and it gave me a degree of routine
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whilst being stuck indoors. It’s safe to say I have caught the challenge bug and I will be
signing up for another one later in the year.
I want to express my gratitude again to everyone who sponsored me (family and friends)
and helped me achieve over £3,000 for DEx – it made me even more committed to do my
very best.
My question to everyone reading this is what challenge will I set myself? It can be
anything and if you feel comfortable asking your friends, work colleagues and family to
help you to fundraise alongside it, even better.
The Trustees’ vision is to develop DEx into a scalable organisation, expanding the breadth
and depth of its service offerings for other children and young people for the foreseeable
future. Setting ourselves our own Challenge 21 and utilising our network, we can
collectively all achieve this vision.
Thank you
James Davis, Chair

DEx Challenge 21
The phenomenal fundraiser Captain Sir Tom Moore gripped the nation’s hearts by
raising over £32m for NHS charities and here at DEx HQ we were incredibly
inspired by his story.
So, DEx are launching Challenge 21, to encourage everyone to continue to
fundraise for DEx during the crisis and beyond. The only rule is that the activity
must follow the government’s guidelines on exercise and social distancing. The
idea is that you choose a challenge associated with the number 21 or 2.1 (like the
2.6 challenge) and fundraise for it. Every little helps!
Please remember to use you own networks to sponsor your efforts – not DEx
families and team because we don’t want everyone to be suffering from sponsor
fatigue if asked to sponsor many events. We need you all to continue to enjoy
fundraising!
Please share your challenges with us. Tag us on social media using the hashtag
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#Challenge21 or send us your photos on Facebook or Twitter. You can also email
them to georgia@downrightexcellent.org.
DEx bank details: Downright Excellent, Sort Code: 40-52-40, CAF Bank Account
No.: 00092491
Remember to sign up for Amazon Smile or easyfundraising and always make
money for DEx when you go online shopping.

Messages of Thanks
We think you will agree that over the past three months, many of the DEx team have gone
above and beyond to deliver DEx services and we sent them a bouquet of flowers as a
heartfelt THANK YOU!
Here are a few of the messages we have
received from our families:
“ DEx has found creative and innovative
ways to reach out to all the families and it
has really helped us to become more
connected... We are so grateful to have
DEx – it is personalised, fun, varied,
considerate, inclusive, and a highly unique
service – thank you”.
“ Success is born out of faith, an undying passion, and relentless drive”. This is what DEx
has given us and they mean the world to us. If it wasn’t for them our world will not be the
same”.

Artists in lockdown
Saturday mum, Nicole, works with an organisation called Heart and Sold, which has
produced this inspiring film exploring the lives of fifteen artists with Down syndrome and
how the pandemic crisis has affected their work and wellbeing. Please do take a look:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LV2PHFwleU4&feature=youtu.be.
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NEWSFLASHES



Please everyone send a photo this week of your child saying, signing or holding a
picture with 'thank you' or 'Octopus'. Octopus has been hugely supportive and
amongst other things raised over £25,000 for DEx last year in addition to their
£25,000 grant! Brandon, Barney's Dad, will create a lively video that also says
'thank you'. Please send us your photos via the WhatsApp group or by email to
Georgia (georgia@downrightexcellent.org).



I have received very few quotes for the new website which we hope to launch
ASAP with the help of Octopus. So, I will use your photos and words from the
WhatsApp chats. Please let me, Ann, know this week if you don't want her to
use yours - If she doesn’t hear from you, she will assume it's OK.



You can access lots of useful tips on the DEx WhatsApp information thread; lists
of useful links and other DS organisations can be found on the current DEx
website.



BEWARE! August dates are wrong on the 2020 DEx calendar – please accept our
apologies.



2020 calendar – does anyone know a friendly printer who would produce the
calendar for free? It is a wonderful gift to DEx – we have never had to pay for the
calendars so every £1 is an amazing contribution to our income.



As always, we acknowledge and take on board your feedback. It is incredibly
useful and helps us to improve our service, so we encourage everyone to please
keep it coming.



Funding for individual families – hopefully everyone received the emailed list of
organisations that provide funding for individual families. It provides details of what
the organisations can fund, who is eligible and how to apply. We will be happy to
interpret the guidance if needed – just get in touch.



DEx has now signed the pledge for Tower Hamlet’s campaign ‘No Place for Hate’
which aims to raise awareness of the impact of discrimination of any kind. To find
out more about the campaign, please visit www.towerhamlets.gov.uk/npfh.
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Dates For Your Diary
Music Mike: Community singing and bring your own instrument – including saucepans.
Saturdays 10:30am and 11:30am via Zoom (You are welcome to come to one or both
sessions).
These 20-minute fun sessions are more
suited to the older children and Tweens
who attend Saturday DEx. We are also
inviting the Friday children who will move to
Saturdays in September.

Photo Puzzler
Can you name the person in this photo?
Clue: This is their first voluntary
employment experience!
The answer to May's Photo Puzzler is
'Lorraine' who is now attending Saturday
DEx!
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